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SEGMENTSAND FEATURES

Zoltán G. Kiss

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 What is a segment inventory?

In this chapter, we focus on speech sound segment inventories, more speci�cally, the seg-

ment inventory of Standard Southern British English (SSBE).1Wewill consider some of the

choices phonologists face when they want to set up the segment inventory of a language.

When we establish the the sound inventory of English, we create a list of its speech sound

segments. But what elements does the segment inventory contain?

As an example, let us consider the inventories proposed by two well-known and in�u-

ential works on English phonology – Jones (1957) andGimson (1970)2 – for SSBEmonoph-

thongs (Table 3.1).
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Gimson: i: I e æ A: 6 O: U u: 2 3: @

Table 3.1: SSBE monophthongs in Jones (1957) and Gimson (1970)

1 Before you read this chapter, it is highly recommended that you read chapters 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8 of BEP, and
the “Acoustic Phonetics” lectures of the Foundations of Phonology (ANN–141) course. �is chapter will
describe what is also referred to as “conservative” Standard British English, or RP.

2 Daniel Jones: An outline of English phonetics (8th edition), Cambridge: W. He�er & Sons, 1957; A. C.
Gimson: An introduction to the pronunciation of English (2nd edition), London: Edward Arnold, 1970.
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�e table above shows that the two authors disagree on certain portions of the inventory

(we have highlighted the di�erences between the two inventories with colouring). �ese

dissimilarities are not merely notational di�erences. For example, the vowel in Pete is tran-

scribed as /i:/ by both authors; however, the vowel in pit is /i/ in Jones (1957), while it is

/I/ in Gimson (1970).�is shows that according to Jones, the di�erence between Pete–pit is

a vowel length di�erence (notice the lack of the length mark “:” for the pit-vowel), whereas

for Gimson there is also a di�erence in vowel quality (notice his choice of a di�erent symbol

/I/ in addition to the lack of length mark).

�e di�erences in the two approaches show that phonological analysis is non-unique,

there can be alternative analyses for the same facts; much depends on the theoretical ob-

jective and the framework one chooses (see Chapter 1). �e aim of the present chapter is

to discuss some of these theoretical choices and frameworks, and weigh their bene�ts and

costs, when deciding which elements are inventory-members and which are not. To put it

simply: how many segments are there in English?

3.1.2 Segments

A segment is a discrete unit, with well-de�ned boundaries (one can specify where it begins

and where it ends), it has a constant, indivisible quality, it is atomic. Such discrete units

can be represented graphically like the letters used in writing, or just like the digits used

in mathematics. A useful metaphor for segments is to think of them as beads on a string

(Figure 3.1 and (1)).

Figure 3.1: A sequence of sound segments is like a string of beads

(1) Words seen as strings of segments

very /v-e-r-i/ jam /Ã-æ-m/ (or /d-Z-æ-m/?)

ache /eI-k/ (or /e-I-k/?) queue /k-j-u:/ (or /k-ju:/?)

A sound segment is a discrete, atomic unit of speech. However, speech is anything but a

discrete phenomenon. It is a continuum, a speech streamwithmany overlapping properties.

Articulatorily, speech is a rapid, continuous �ow of speech-organ gestures that blend with

each other. Acoustically, it is a continuously �uctuating wave of sound.

As an example, let us consider the English word pound. If we focus on the articulatory gestures during

the production of this word, it is very easy to see that what the discrete letter-symbols (p–o–u–n–d)

suggest with respect to the articulation of this word is rather misleading. Speakers do not articulate one

discrete speech sound at a time. Speech sounds are the result of many separate articulatory gestures
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which are implemented simultaneously and in a continuous, scalar fashion. For instance, at the time

the lips totally close at the beginning of the word, the tongue is already in a position to articulate

an [a] kind of sound (the middle vowel of the word). In this way then, the initial stop is produced

simultaneously with [a]. Furthermore, the velum is already half way lowered during the articulation of

the vowel in anticipation of the production of the nasal stop [n]; as a result, the vowel is (partially)

nasalized. There is not only a simultaneous implementation of the various articulatory gestures but

also, the articulators move from one position to the other in a continuous manner, and not abruptly.

For instance, the vowel in pound is transcribed as having two distinct segments: [a] plus the off-glide

[U], that is, [aU]. The symbolization suggests a discrete articulation: at one distinct point of time

(and place) the tongue is low and rather front and the lips are spread (they are not rounded), and in

the very next moment the tongue is high and back, while the lips are rounded without any transition

between the two points in time. Similarly, the transcription suggests (as does the spelling) that there

is a distinct break between the nasal and the final stop. This is obviously not the case: the articulators

are changing constantly, without discrete intervals. In the case of the diphthong vowel, the tongue is

moving continuously from low–front to high–back, and the lips are continuously changing from spread

to rounded, whereas the nasal and final stop blend into each other, there is no distinct tongue release

after the nasal, before the stop.

The non-discreteness of articulation has a very important consequence. On the level of precise

phonetic description, the number of different sounds in any language will be potentially infinite, there

will be an unlimited amount of variation. Variation is of course also due to individual factors, as the

articulatory apparatus of each human is slightly different (for example, the length and thickness of the

vocal cords result in different individual pitches, the difference in the size and shape of the oral cavity

will result in different sound qualities, etc.).

In view of these phonetic facts, the following three questions arise:

(i) if speech is fundamentally non-discrete, how is it possible to segment the speech

stream into discrete segments?,

(ii) if there is unlimited variation, if the number of sounds is potentially in�nite, how is

it possible to build up a limited inventory (a list of phonemes)?

(iii) even if we can isolate segment-size chunks from the speech stream, which of these

are “important”, in other words, which of themwill be inventory members (phonemes

of that language)?

It is these issues that this chapter will focus on.

Our approach to these issues will be speaker-centred (after all linguistics is a natural science involving

humans): our assumption is that phonology (phonological competence, phonological categories, etc.)

in the mind of speakers is internalized and abstracted away based on actual phonetic input (the speech

signal they hear), in other words, phonology has a direct connection to (acoustic-perceptual) phonetic

factors: phonology is grounded in phonetics, and consequently, our phonological analysis will also

reflect this: the model we are assuming is also supposed to be phonetically-grounded.
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3.1.3 Segmentation: How can we segment the speech stream?

It is a remarkable aspect of the human sound perception system that, despite the great

amount of variability in speech, it can make sense of this variation and categorize certain

sections in the speech stream as being “more similar” or “more di�erent” than other sec-

tions. In other words, the human auditory system is capable of cutting up the speech stream

into distinct chunks. �is segmentation can be regarded as the very �rst step in the ab-

straction and classi�cation/categorization of the phonetic reality, in which graduality and

variability are partly disregarded.

Segmentation as an analytic proceduremeans designating symbols (like the symbols

of the IPA) to distinct sections of the speech stream. It is a process of cutting up the contin-

uous speech stream into discrete chunks. It must be emphasized that even the most precise

segmentation is an abstraction, as the potentially in�nite variability and phonetic details

of sound production and acoustics are necessarily disregarded. In a segmentation process,

“large enough” similarities su�ce for categorization as “the same segment”. �e end prod-

ucts of a segmentation procedure are speech sound segments, which thus constitute a low

level abstraction. �e segmentation of the speech signal into speech sounds is the very �rst

step in any phonological analysis, including the classical taxonomic–phonemic analysis

of sounds. It is this approach of phonology that we will focus on next.

3.2 �e taxonomic–phonemic approach

3.2.1 �e phoneme as an analytical category

As we have seen, the �rst step in a taxonomic analysis3 is the segmentation of speech into

speech sound segments. �is segmentation is shown with symbols in narrow phonetic

transcription. How “narrow” (i.e., detailed) the notation is is up to the analyst (and his

aims). (2) shows an example for a narrow transcription of the utterance �is is a phonetic

transcription.

(2) a. Gimson: /"DIs Iz @ f@"netIk træn"skrIpS@n/

b. Narrow transcription: ["d”DIs 1z @ f@̃"nER1Pk
>
úùô

˚

>
Ẽ@̃n"skô

˚
IpS@̃n]

c. Spelling: �is is a phonetic transcription.

Even if we segment out sound chunks from the speech stream, the number of these sound

segments will be still rather large. Are these all inventory-members? �e answer of the tax-

onomic approach to sound systems is “no”. If we turn from the physical aspects of speech

3 For more details on the taxonomic–phonemic approach of sound patterns, see, for example, Chapter 2
of BEP and also Chapter 2 of this volume.
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sounds to their function in a language, the picture suggested by alphabetic writing sys-

tems, which employ few discrete symbols, becomes rather more appropriate. For example,

while there is an in�nite number of ways how a voiceless alveolar fricative [s] can be ar-

ticulated, from a functional point of view, English imposes a much cruder classi�cation:

there is only one voiceless alveolar fricative in this language (/s/). But what do we mean by

“function” here?

�e linguistic function of speech sounds is their ability to contrast (= oppose) the

meanings of words/morphemes.�e contrastive function of sound segments is discovered

through examining their distribution (based on the segmentation of the surface data).

If two segments are in complementary distribution (like Clear and Dark L), the phonetic

di�erence between them has no linguistic function, it is redundant (ornon-distinctive)

because they cannot contrast di�erent words.�e distribution of such segments is pre-

dictable from their environment, that is, it is generalizable with the help of phonological

rules. �ese segments are called allophones.

Allophones can be categorized into contrast-based functional classes, called phonemes.

Phonemes are inoverlappingdistribution and they contrastmeaning (they distinguish

one word from the other), and their allophones are phonetically similar. �e contrasting

phonemes are used to distinguish words from one another in a language. �e phoneme is,

then, a functionally and distributionally de�ned abstraction over speech sounds.

As an example, let us consider the data in (3) and (4). (�e diacritic ˘ (the breve)

over a vowel symbol signals a clipped (= shortened) vowel, whereas ˜ (the tilde) a nasalized

vowel.)

(3) long clipped nasalized

a. save [seIv] ∼ safe [sĕIf] ∼ sane [sẽIn]

made [meId] ∼ mate [mĕIt] ∼ main [mẽIn]

maze [meIz] ∼ mace [mĕIs] ∼ main [mẽIn]

b. side [saId] ∼ site [săIt] ∼ sign [sãIn]

(4) pale [peIl] ↔ pile [paIl]

Dave [deIv] ↔ dive [daIv]

In (3a) the vowels [eI] [ĕI] and [ẽI] are all di�erent (of course they are still very similar

phonetically), yet they are not analysed as separate phonemes in English as no minimal

pairs can be established that would di�er in these phonetic properties only. �e same goes

for the vowels in (3b): although [aI], [ăI] and [ãI] are phonetically di�erent, they do not

function as phonemes. �is is because the distribution of these vowels is complementary

and absolutely predictable. �e clipped vowels occur before voiceless consonants (like [f],

[t], [s]), while the nasalized vowels occur before the nasals (in the example above: [m], [n]).
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Since the di�erences between [eI] – [ĕI] – [ẽI] and [aI] – [ăI] – [ãI] have no contrastive

function in English, there must be another phonetic property that makes the distinction

possible in minimal pairs like safe–save. In these words the voicing of the �nal fricative

is responsible for the opposition between the two words. �us, the sounds [f] and [v] will

be analysed as phonemes (/f/ and /v/), whereas [ĕI] and [eI] will not be phonemes (but

allophones of the phoneme /eI/).

It would be logically possible to analyse [ĕI] and [eI] as phonemes and [f] and [v] as only allophones

(that is, voicing being analysed as predictable) but this must be dismissed on grounds that the voicing

distinction between the fricatives is contrastive in other positions, for example, word-initially: file – vile,

few – view, etc., and if the phonemic status of a segment is established in one position, that segment

will have phonemic status in all other positions (this is the “once a phoneme, always a phoneme”

principle).

Since [eI] – [ĕI] – [ẽI] and [aI] – [ăI] – [ãI] are not di�erent functionally, they are

analysed as allophones of the phonemes /eI/ and /aI/, respectively. �e contrast between

/eI/ and /aI/ is shown by the minimal pairs in (4), which proves that these sounds are

indeed phonemes: they contrast meaning; so they are di�erent functionally, and not only

phonetically (the phonetic di�erence between them is phonemic).

�e relationship between the phoneme /eI/ and its allophones, based on the data in

(4), is illustrated in (5).

(5) /eI/ – phoneme (phonemic/underlying level)

[eI] [ĕI] [ẽI] – allophones (allophonic/surface level)

occurs before occurs before occurs before
voiced voiceless nasal environments

consonants consonants consonants

3.2.2 Lexical representations

�e lexical representation of words consists of phonemes, and contains only those phonetic

properties that prove to be contrastive. Predictable or redundant information is omitted

from the content of a phoneme. In theory then, the lexical representation of words (also

called underlying representation) is redundancy-free. In this phonological model,

redundant phonetic properties (like vowel clipping before voiceless consonants) are added

by allophonic rules, and it is the more concrete, allophonic level (the surface repre-

sentation) that contains the redundant phonetic properties as well.

In the transcription practice of taxonomist phonemics, sequences of phonemes are

represented in broad transcription. Compare (2b), which is the narrow/allophonic/
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phonetic transcription of the sentence�is is a phonetic transcription, and (2a), which shows

the broad/phonemic (redundancy-free) transcription of the same sentence. A taxonomic

analysis includes the following (6).

a.(6) phoneme inventory (what phonemes are there?)

b. allophonic rules (what allophones are there?)

c. phonotactics (what orders/arrangements of phonemes are there?)

An important analytical step in the taxonomic approach is the setting up of a phoneme in-

ventory (6a), a list of the phonemes of a language, out of which all the words are composed

(7).�is is why the underlying representation of words is also called lexical representa-

tion.

(7) Sound segment inventory (phonemic version)

A list of the phonemes of a language.

Allophonic rules (7b) map the underlying phonemic level onto the surface allophonic level,

they are o�en just a simple list of allophones for each member of the phoneme inventory,

but can be formally expressed with rewrite rules (see section 3.4). Phonotactics (7d)

in a taxonomic analysis de�nes permissible strings of phonemes (e.g., that pit is a possible

word in English but *pti is not).

3.2.3 Problems with the taxonomic approach

Let us conclude this discussion of the taxonomic approach with a list of the objections that

can be raised against it (8).

a.(8) the problem of phonetic similarity

b. are phonemes atomic?

c. natural classes

d. segmentation problems, problems of inventorymembership (diphthongs, a�ricates)

e. the problem of surface contrast (limited contrast,4 contrast transfer)

We will discuss these issues in the following sections.

4 See the discussion of the velar nasal in chapter 1.
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3.3 Phonetic similarity: the case of English [h] and [N]

�e problem of phonetic similarity and the distribution of [h] and [N] in English is a clas-

sical example of the case when a mechanical collection and organization of segments into

phonemes and allophones is not su�cient. As shown in 2.3., they are in complementary

distribution: we will never �nd an example where [h] and [N] would contrast. Accordingly,

they might be analysed as allophones of a phoneme!

�is analysis of [h] and [N] is generally rejected on grounds of “insu�cient phonetic

similarity”, as well as onmentalist grounds: speakers of English do not feel these two sounds

to be “the same”, which is otherwise the case for allophones. To express this, the criterion

of phonetic similarity is brought in: the allophones of a phoneme should resemble one

another to a particular degree. [h] and [N] are not similar enough to be allophones of a

phoneme. If we accept this reasoning, it is appropriate to say that these two sounds are sep-

arate phonemes in English, and that it is for independent reasons that they are unable to

contrast.

�ere are several problems with this argumentation, however. We mention two here.

�e criterion of phonetic similarity is simply not explicit enough. How can we formally

express phonetic similarity? What makes [eI] and [ẽI] more similar than [h] and [N]? Also,

it is di�cult to see where the analyst can draw the line: what is the degree of similarity

beyondwhich the grouping of sounds into a phonemebecomes impossible? To resolve these

problems, we need to look beyond (or rather, “inside”) phonetic symbols.

3.4 Natural classes and phonological features

�e allophonic rule of vowel nasalization of /eI/ and /aI/, illustrated in the last column of

(3a, b), can be expressed with the following two rewrite rules (9a, b):

a.(9) /eI/→ [ẽI] / /n/

Interpretation: “/eI/ is nasalized before /n/”.

b. /aI/→ [ãI] / /n/

Interpretation: “/aI/ is nasalized before /n/”.

Nasalization can be generalized for all vowels before all nasals (10):

(10) V→ Ṽ / [nasal]

Interpretation: “all vowels are nasalized before a nasal (/n/, /m/ and /N/)”.
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But a rule like (11), which would nasalize vowels before non-nasal sounds is impossible (ungrammati-

cal):

(11) *V → Ṽ /
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

/p/

/s/

/l/

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

And similarly, the change of alveolar /s/ to post-alveolar [S] before nasals is highly unlikely:

(12) */s/ → [S] /
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

/m/

/n/

/N/

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

Phonological processes involve natural classes of segments, that is, segments that

pattern together. �e set of segments which a rule a�ects (= the input) share a phonetic

property or set of phonetic properties (cf. “vowels” in (10)). Also, the segments appearing in

the conditioning environment of a rule are almost always a set that shares a particular

phonetic property or properties (cf. “nasals” in (10)). A natural class of segments is then

any complete set of segments that share the same value for a phonetic property or set of

properties: for example, all the nasals form a natural class.

For example, in English, only the voiceless stops /p/, /t/, /k/ can be aspirated, and

not other sounds (as in e.g., pat [phæt], tip [thIp], kick [khIk], but not bat *[bhæt] or fat

*[fhæt]). We see that the voiceless stops (the input of the Aspiration rule) form a natural

class. Another well-known rule from English phonology is Pre-Fortis Clipping. Accord-

ing to this rule, vowels become clipped (shortened) before any voiceless (“fortis”) consonant

(/p/, /t/, /k/, /f/, /T/, /s/, /S/ and /Ù/). In this case the conditioning sounds in the rule

(“voiceless consonants”) form a natural class.

It is phonetic properties, called features, that de�ne and make up particular seg-

ments. �e main hypothesis of this approach (the hypothesis of distinctive features)

is that phonological rules and segment inventories are organized along distinctive phonetic

features.

What are features exactly? �ey are de�ned phonetically, in other words, they are

phonetically grounded in articulation and perception. Every segment in phonology

is represented as the product of binary choices for phonetic properties. For example, in

the case of the stops /m/, /n/, and /p/, the following phonetic features can be relevant

(= distinctive):
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(13) /m/ /n/ /p/

is the velum lowered? yes yes no

is the lower lip involved? yes no yes

is the tongue tip/blade involved? no yes no

is there an opening in the mouth? no no no

. . . . . . . . . . . .

�e phonetic properties in (13) can be expressed with features. For example, the raising or

lowering of the velum is represented with the feature [nasal], whose “+” value corresponds
to the velum being lowered (air can pass to the nasal cavity, and so the given sound is nasal),

while its “−” value to the velum being raised (the sound is not nasal, it is oral).

�e phonetic properties and binary (“yes”–“no”) choices shown in (13) can be trans-

lated to the following binary feature system:

(14) /m/ /n/ /p/

is the velum lowered? + + − [nasal]

is the lower lip involved? + − + [labial]

is the tongue tip/blade involved? − + − [coronal]

is there an opening in the mouth? − − − [continuant]

. . . . . . . . . . . .

From this perspective, it is phonetic gestures, expressed with the help of distinctive features,

that are the ultimate units of speech and not the segments themselves. Segments are not

really atomic: they are a collection of features with speci�c values (plus or minus).

In this approach, segments are bundles of features that we call feature matrices. For example, the

word pin will have the following input/underlying representation (on the definition of these features,

see below):

(15) /p I n/

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−syllabic

−sonorant

−continuant

−nasal

+labial

−voice

⋮

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

+syllabic

+sonorant

+continuant

−nasal

−back

−round

+high

−low

⋮

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−syllabic

+sonorant

−continuant

+nasal

−labial

+voice

⋮

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

If the phonological representation also includes features, this model will have many positive conse-

quences for the issue of natural classes. Features provide the natural cuts of the phonetic space to

understand phonological patterning. Phonological distance/similarity becomes possible to formalize in

terms of shared feature values. The more values two segments share for various features, the more

similar they are.
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Natural classes will have a simple representation: they can be de�ned with just a few

features, o�en just one. For example, the class containing /p/, /t/, /k/ shares the feature

[−voice] and [−continuant], and it is only these sounds (and not others) that share these

two features (all other sounds are either voiced or they are not a stop). �is indicates that

/p/, /t/, and /k/ form a natural class.

Vowel nasalization can now be expressed as the change of the [nasal] feature from

minus to plus before segments that are [+ nasal]:

(16) Vowel nasalization rule – featural version

[+ syllabic, − nasal] → [+nasal] / [+ nasal]

(= any vowel becomes nasalized before a nasal)

As a result of the rule in (16), the output/surface representation of pin will be the following:

(17) [p Ĩ n]

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−syllabic

−sonorant

−continuant

−nasal

+labial

−voice

⋮

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

+syllabic

+sonorant

+continuant

+nasal

−back

−round

+high

−low

⋮

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−syllabic

+sonorant

−continuant

+nasal

−labial

+voice

⋮

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Since non-nasal sounds will not have the feature [+ nasal] in their feature matrix, no nasalization is

predicted to happen before non-nasal segments. (unlike in the rule in (11)). Furthermore, the non-

palatal nasals will not induce palatalization as they are not specified for palatality (cf. (12)). Feature

theory in this way makes phonological theory more restricted and gives it more predictive power.

(18) Sound segment inventory (feature-based version)

Sound segments are complexes of distinctive features that de�ne or cross-classify the

phoneme inventory into a network of segments.

�is means that �nding the contrastive segments in a language really means �nding the

contrastive features.
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Features play the following functions in phonological theory:

a.(19) contrastive function

b. phonetic/descriptive function

c. classi�catory function

�e �rst function, contrastivity, means that features must express phonological contrast

fully and economically, preferably without redundancy. For example, if /t/ and /d/ con-

trast (tip – dip), this contrast must be due to a feature di�erence. In this particular example

they are in contrast because /t/ contains the [−voice] feature (= voiceless), while /d/ con-

tains the [+voice] feature (= voiced).�us, the feature [±voice] plays a contrastive function.

�e second function of features is their phonetic/descriptive function (18b). On the

phonetic/surface level of representation, the feature speci�cation of every sound must de-

scribe accurately the phonetic content of the given segment. In other words, features must

be phonetically “true”.

Lastly (18c), features are required to have a classi�catory function, too, i.e., features

should serve in the expression of phonological generalizations: they should de�ne natu-

ral classes that participate in phonological rules, they should cross-classify segments into

natural classes.

Preferably, a phonological feature will serve all three functions simultaneously. We

can check the usefulness of a feature against these three requirements. In the following

sections, we will take a look at the features that can be used to de�ne the segment inventory

of SSBE (RP).

3.5 Distinctive features for English vowels

3.5.1 �e feature [± syllabic]
Wedistinguish vowels fromother soundswith the feature [± syllabic].Wede�ne this feature

in structural terms (see (20)).

(20) [± syllabic]

Sounds forming the nucleus of the syllable are [+syllabic]. All other segments in the

syllable are [−syllabic].

For example, in the wordmake /meIk/, /m/ and /k/ are [−syllabic], while the vowel /eI/

is [+syllabic] because it forms the nucleus of the syllable, like all the other vowels.

Syllabification – the arrangement of segments into syllabic constituents – depends on the sonority

of the segments (see 4.3.1.). The manner of articulation of sounds can be arranged in a hierarchy
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based on this sonority. In acoustic phonetic terms, sonority is related to periodicity in the sound signal.

Sonorous sounds have periodic waveforms and show a clear formant structure (unaffected by noise) in

spectrograms. This is because sonorous sounds are articulated with a relatively open oral cavity without

occlusion or constriction.5 The most sonorous sounds are the vowels, the least sonorous sounds are

the obstruents. Sonorant consonants – glides and liquids (= the approximants), and nasals – have an

intermediate sonority value.6 Since syllabification depends on sonority, and since sonority is a phonetic

property of sounds, the feature [±syllabic] is phonetically grounded after all (and not purely a structural

feature).

3.5.2 �e stressed vowel inventory of SSBE

Based on surface contrast, the following sound segments form the inventory of stressed

(i.e., stressable or full) vowels of SSBE; these vowels possess the [+syllabic] feature; note

that (21) is not the �nal version version of the inventory, the �nal version will be found in

(50).

(21) �e vowel inventory of SSBE (stressed vowels; interim list)

short monophthongs

/I/ bit
/e/ bet
/æ/ bat
/2/ but
/6/ bot
/U/ put

long monophthongs

/i:/ beat
/A:/ Bart
/3:/ Bert
/O:/ bought
/u:/ boot

(long) diphthongs

/eI/ bait
/aI/ bite
/aU/ bout
/oU/ boat
/OI/ boil
/I@/ beer
/e@/ bear
/U@/ boor

Our task now is to �nd the features that express the contrast between these vowels. First we

will focus on monophthongs.

One obvious phonetic property is the place of articulation. Figure 3.2 shows the IPA

general phonetic vowel chart with the horizontal and vertical position of the vowels in the

mouth. �e position of the SSBE monophthongs is indicated by circles.

As �gure 3.2 indicates, phonetics distinguishes �ve horizontal (front, near front, cen-

tral, near back, back) and no less than seven vertical vowel places (close, near close, close

mid, mid, open mid, near open, open). But do we need this many place categories to ex-

press the place contrast of the SSBE monophthongs? �e answer is no. To fully account

5 Openness of the oral cavity also has the consequence that voicing (the vibration of the vocal cordss)
can be easily initiated and maintained due to favourable aerodynamic factors, for this reason, sonorous
sounds are said to be spontaneously voiced.

6 For more on the sonority hierarchy and its role in syllabi�cation, see the chapter “Syllable structure” of
this volume.
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for the contrast between these vowels (while also trying to be as truthful to their “surface”

phonetic articulation as possible), we need only three horizontal (front–central–back) and

�ve vertical (= height) place categories. �is simpli�ed division of SSBE monophthongs is

shown in (22).

For example, the usual SSBE articulation of the vowel in beat is actually very close to the IPA vowel

[i] (which is a front, close, unrounded vowel), this is why the circle coincides with [i]. The vowel in bet

(which we transcribed as /e/) is close to IPA [E]. The vowel in bat is between IPA [æ] and [a]. The

vowel in but, which is traditionally transcribed as /2/, is actually different from IPA [2] (which is a

back, open-mid, unrounded vowel): this vowel is articulated central, (near-)open and unrounded (so,

it is around IPA [5]). The vowel in Bert is really just the stressed (and phonologically long) version of

the schwa [@]. Lastly, the vowel in bought (and also in boar) is between IPA [O] and [o].

Figure 3.2: SSBE monophthongs (indicated by circles) in the IPA vowel space

(22) SSBE monophthongs (full vowels): phonological place classi�cation

front central back

close i: u:

half-close I U

mid 3: O:

half-open e

open æ 2 A: |6

To see what features we can use to express these place categories, let us begin with the

horizontal dimension: front–central–back.
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3.5.3 Features for horizontal place: [±front], [±back]
We use two features to express the place contrast between front, central, and back vowels.

�e features and their de�nitions are shown in (23).

(23) [±front], [±back]

Front ([+ front]) vowels are produced by advancing the tongue from the neutral po-

sition. Back ([+back]) vowels are produced by retracting it from the neutral position.

�e “neutral position” is when the tongue is neither front nor back (and neither high nor

low), but rests in the centre (as during the production of schwa). �e central vowels (/2/

and /3:/) are [− front, − back].

3.5.4 Height features: [±high], [± low]
We need to distinguish between several levels of height contrast (see (21)). To achieve this,

we will use two features, [±high] and [± low]. �eir de�nition is given in (24).

(24) [±high], [± low]

High ([+high]) vowels are produced by raising the tongue above the level that it occu-

pies in the neutral position. Low ([+ low]) vowels are produced by lowering it below

that level.

Again, the “neutral position” refers to the point of articulation where schwa is usually pro-

duced. With the help of these two features, we can cut up the vowel space into three height

levels: high–mid–low. �is chopping up of the “vertical” vowel space is rather crude, as it

groups close and half-close sounds into the “high” category (these sounds will be classi�ed

as [+high, − low]), whereas mid and half-open vowels will be classi�ed as neither high,

nor low (i.e., [−high, − low]), see (25). �us, we now have only three “horizontal” levels

(front–central–back) and only three “vertical” levels (high–mid–low).

(25) front central back

close i: u:

half-close I U

mid 3: O:

half-open e

open æ 2 A: |6

}[+high], [− low]
}[−high], [− low]
}[−high], [+ low]

High vowels as a natural class participate in high vowel gliding, for example (26a), the rule

is shown in (26b):
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a.(26) lenient /"li:ni@nt/→ /"li:nj@nt/;

usual /"ju:Zu@l/→ /"ju:Zw@l/

b. [−stress, +high]→ [−syllabic] / [−stress]

= an unstressed high vowel becomes a glide before an unstressed vowel.

�e inventory of the stressed monophthongs of SSBE, expressed with the four place features

so far, looks like (27) at the moment:

(27) i: I e æ 3: 2 A: 6 O: U u:

[front] + + + + − − − − − − −

[back] − − − − − − + + + + +

[high] + + − − − − − − − + +

[low] − − − + − + + + − − −

Note that there are three pairs of sounds that are still not successfully distinguished in this

feature system (they are highlighted by colouring).Next, wewill consider the representation

of the contrast between these vowels.

3.5.5 Rounding, tenseness and length

What phonological property lies behind the contrast between beat–bit, Luke–look, and

lark–lock? �e Gimson transcription of these vowels (/i:/–/I/, /u:/–/U/, and /A:/–/6/)

suggests that there are two phonetic properties to express these phonological contrasts. First

of all, there is a length (quantity) di�erence, but there is also a quality di�erence.

Rounding. �e quality di�erence between /A:/–/6/ is due to lip rounding: /A:/ is un-

rounded, /6/ is rounded.�is contrast can be handled by introducing the feature [±round].

Notice that this feature is only really needed for expressing the /A:/–/6/ contrast, in all

other cases, it is redundant because all front vowels are unrounded, and all non-low back

vowel are rounded in English. We say that the functional load of [±round] is low.7

(28) i: I e æ 3: 2 A: 6 O: U u:

[front] + + + + − − − − − − −

[back] − − − − − − + + + + +

[high] + + − − − − − − − + +

[low] − − − + − + + + − − −

[round] − − − − − − − + + + +

7 In Hungarian, the functional load of this feature is higher among front vowels, as this is the only feature
that distinguishes between i–ü, for example.
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Tenseness. What about the remaining pairs /i:/–/I/ and /u:/–/U/? �e IPA chart (see

�gure 3.2) suggests that the di�erence between these vowels is due to a subtle di�erence

in height. �e long members of the contrast are somewhat higher than their short coun-

terparts. Traditionally, however, this contrast is considered to be due to a quality di�erence

between tense and lax vowels. /i:/ and /u:/ are tense, while /I/ and /U/ are lax. Logically

both [± long] and [± tense] would successfully di�erentiate between /i:/–/I/ and /u:/–

/U/. Phonemic theory, however, requires that phonemes be redundancy-free: one contrast

should be expressedwith one phonetic property (see section 3.2.1).�e analyst has to choose

either [± long] or [± tense] as the distinctive feature for the contrast between these vowels.

Which analysis fares better?

Let us consider [± tense] �rst. So far, we have been successful at providing phonetically-

grounded de�nitions of features. �e de�nition of tenseness–laxness is, however, rather

vague:

(29) Tense sounds are produced with a maximally distinct articulatory tongue gesture that

involves considerable muscular e�ort, a tensing in the tongue muscles. Lax sounds are

produced rapidly, somewhat indistinctly, and without tongue muscle tensing.

Unlike the place features we have been considering, the mere tensing of muscles does not affect

the acoustic vowel quality as it does not influence the shape of the vocal tract. Put simply, tongue

muscle tensing has no significant acoustic, perceivable effect for vowel quality. Only changes in place of

articulation can have important acoustic consequences. Some analysts therefore argue that the “tensing

in the tongue muscles” is actually the result of a forward movement of the tongue root: tense vowels

are produced with an advanced tongue root, whereas in lax vowels there is no such advancement. For

this reason, the [±ATR] (“advanced tongue root”) feature is sometimes used instead of [± tense].

Based on this, tongue root advancement is hindered for low vowels for articulatory reasons, and so

/A:/ is a [− tense] sound. However, the phonetic tense–lax status of some other vowels is not clear

(/3:/, /O:/, diphthongs).8

If we include [± tense] in our feature inventory, SSBE monophthongs will have the

following speci�cations (30):

(30) i: I e æ 3: 2 A: 6 O: U u:

[front] + + + + − − − − − − −

[back] − − − − − − + + + + +

[high] + + − − − − − − − + +

[low] − − − + − + + + − − −

[round] − − − − − − − + + + +

[tense] + − − − − − − − − − +

8 In this book, we assume that all diphthongs are tense, even if their prominent �rst element is o�en
articulated with a non-advanced tongue root (like /OI/ or /aU/).
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Notice that this system is only based on vowel quality (place, rounding, and tensing), in

which length is redundant: there is no [±long] distinctive feature.

This means that the underlying inventory of stressed monophthongs in SSBE could be transcribed as

/i I e æ 3 2 A 6 O U u/ (notice the lack of the length mark); vowel length is assumed to be derived

in this framework. Similarly to [± round], the functional load of [± tense] for monophthongs is also

rather low: it is only required for the distinction of two vowel pairs (assuming that /3:/ and /O:/ are

[− tense]).

As far as the phonetic adequacy of [± tense] is concerned then, this feature performs

rather badly. What about its classi�catory function? Are there phonological processes in

SSBE that refer to [+ tense] or [− tense] segments, and only those?

Distributional rules are o�en cited in support of grouping SSBE vowels into tense and

lax sets. Five of these are listed in (31), and discussed below.

a.(31) Trisyllabic Laxness: normally only /I e æ 6 2 A: 3: O:/ occur in a stressed

antepenult

b. Prevocalic Tenseness: within a morpheme, only /i: u: eI aI OI aU oU/ can occur

before another vowel.

c. Word-Final Length: /I e æ 2 6 U/ do not occur in a word-�nal open stressed

syllable.

d. Closed Syllable Shortening: only /I e æ 2 6 U/ can stand before /N/ and non-

coronal clusters.

e. Pre-RBreaking: /i: u: eI aI OI aU oU/ cannot occur before /r/ within amorpheme.

f. Pre-R Broadening: /I e æ 6 2 U/ cannot occur before /r/ in the same syllable.

(31e) and (31f) are the topic of Chapter 5, and so the discussion of Pre-R Breaking and

Broadening is not elaborated on further here.

(31a) is the rule of Trisyllabic Laxness.9 �e vowels participating in this phe-

nomenon can neatly be classi�ed as [− tense] (assuming that in addition to the low vowel

/A:/, the vowels /3:/ and /O:/ are also lax).

According to (31b), only “plain” tense /i: u: eI aI OI aU oU/ can occur before another

vowel, a phenomenon called PrevocalicTenseness.10�ere are nowordswith a lax vowel

in this position (/I e æ 2 6 U/, or /A: 3:/), suggesting that these behave like a natural class

(and can be classi�ed with the feature [− tense]).11

9 See BEP, 8.3.

10 See BEP, 8.25.

11 /O:/ can sometimes stand before another vowel, but only when a su�x follows it, as in drawer, drawing.
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(31c) claims that short vowels may not occur in word-�nal open syllables; however,

in the feature system we have developed so far, we cannot refer to only /I e æ 2 6 U/

and not the other lax vowels in a natural way. We cannot use [− tense] for the short vowels

exclusively as /A:/, /O:/ and /3:/ are also [− tense]. But these three vowels – just like the

other tense vowels – can stand in word-�nal open stressed syllables (cf. spa, far, law, more,

fur, etc.). We have to conclude then that /A: O: 3:/ this time pattern with the tense vowels

(even though phonetically, they are lax!) and not with the lax vowels. Notice that if we used

the [± long] feature, then the problems of expressing this distributional regularity would

disappear: only the short vowels are excluded in word-�nal open stressed syllables.

According to (31d), only /I e æ 2 6 U/ can occur before /N/ (and before any non-

coronal consonant cluster).12 Here /A: O: 3:/ pattern with /i: u: eI aI OI aU oU/ again

because they do not occur before /N/. �is fact suggests that they are to be classi�ed as

[+ tense]. Oncemore, using length, we could express this regularity muchmore neatly: only

the short vowels may occur before /N/.

Based on this discussion of a possible [± tense] feature in the SSBE vowel inventory,

we have to conclude that this feature is not only rather problematic from a phonetic point of

view, but also from a classi�catory point of view, as various phonological phenomena may

require contradictory classi�cation of some of the vowels. Even if this feature is successful

at expressing the contrast between certain vowel pairs (like /i:/–/I/ and /u:/–/U/), it fails

phonetically, and it is dubious as far as natural classes are concerned.

Length. If [± tense] seems to be a problematic feature to be used for setting up the SSBE

monophthong inventory, does [± long] perhaps fare any better?

(32) displays the monophthong inventory of SSBE, this time using the supposed

[± long] feature.

(32) i: I e æ 3: 2 A: 6 O: U u:

[front] + + + + − − − − − − −

[back] − − − − − − + + + + +

[high] + + − − − − − − − + +

[low] − − − + − + + + − − −

[round] − − − − − − − + + + +

[long] + − − − + − + − + − +

�is system is very similar to what Jones (1957) proposes (see Table 3.1), and what can

be found in older dictionaries, in which the emphasis is on the distinctive importance of

length, and not quality. 13 In this length-based system, the phonological di�erence between

12 See Chapter 1.

13 Notice that [± round] is strictly speaking redundant since all the other features are capable of di�erenti-
ating between all the possible phoneme pairs, including /A:/ vs. /6/, which are now distinguished solely
on the basis of the [± long] feature.
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the vowels of beat vs. bit may simply be written as /i:/ vs. /i/ (as Jones (1957) does, see

Table 3.1). In such a length-based analysis, certain qualitative di�erences (rounding and

tenseness) can be disregarded, making the system simpler, but more abstract.

What can we say about the phonetic grounding of [± long]? Length is rather unsta-

ble in English. In certain contexts – before voiceless (“fortis”) consonants – all vowels are

shorter than before voiced (“lenis”) consonants. �is phenomenon is known as Pre-Fortis

Clipping (= PFC) (see (3) above). If we accepted that the underlying di�erence between

beat and bit is due to length only (/bi:t/↔/bit/), the derivation would run into trouble:

PFC would neutralize the contrast between the two words. But there is no neutralization

here: the two words do not sound the same ([bit] but [bIt])! �ere must be another pho-

netic property that makes the contrast possible: quality. �is quality di�erence is due to a

slight place of articulation di�erence (the vowel of beat is higher and fronter than that of bit

– see Figure 3.2), but it may be regarded as a di�erence between tense vs. lax articulation.

Since it is the quality di�erence that is preserved in all contexts (and not length), it should

be this feature that underlies the contrast between words like beat–bit.

�ere are also problems with the classi�cation function of [± long]. Stress assignment

in English is sensitive to quantity and not quality. Which vowels receive main stress o�en

depends on the weight of the syllable, which itself is related to whether the vowel in ques-

tion is short or long.14 We have also seen that certain distributional rules are most neatly

expressed if reference is made to vowel length, and not quality (“only short vowels may oc-

cur before /N/”, “only “long” vowels may occur in a �nal open syllable”); however, certain

other distributional rules seem to be sensitive to tenseness rather than length (cf. Trisyl-

labic Laxness or Prevocalic Tenseness).15 �us: in certain cases length (and not tenseness)

is a useful feature for classi�cation, in some other cases tenseness (and not length) is a handy

feature.

We can summarize the bene�ts and costs of the length-based analysis of the SSBE

vowel inventory as follows. It makes the underlying feature system simpler, but introduces

a higher level of abstractness (e.g., the contrast of port–pot is presented as one of length,

despite the quality di�erence). Certain rules are easier to state with the help of length, but

it seems that tenseness as a feature expressing vowel quality cannot be expelled from the

feature inventory, as other rules are sensitive to it. Furthermore, length is problematic as

it is unstable in English: surface contrast in many cases is ensured by a quality di�erence

between vowels.

14 For more on English stress, see Chapter 6.

15 See (31).
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3.6 Is schwa a phoneme of English?

So far we have discussed the inventory of full vowels. We have not yet considered reduced

vowels, which only occur in unstressed syllables. In this section we will turn our attention

to these weak vowels, with special attention to the most frequent of them, schwa /@/.

�e taxonomic approach (such as Jones 1957 and Gimson 1970, see Table 3.1) recog-

nized schwa as one of the phonemes of English, having the same status as all other vowel

phonemes.�is analysis was backed byminimal pairs, as shown in (33). Some of the pairs in

(33) are “derived” contrasts, in which in�ections are added to the stem (which may already

end in a schwa, as in Rosa’s, which is a minimal pair with roses).

(33) a. word-initial: illusion – allusion

e�ect – a�ect

except – accept

b. word-�nal: pity – pitta

Sophie – sofa

rocky – rocker

city – sitter

c. word medial: Lenin – Lennon

teaches – teachers

roses – Rosa’s

purist – purest

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭/I/←→ /@/

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭/I/∼/i:/←→ /@/

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭/I/←→ /@/

Based on the “once a phoneme, always a phoneme” principle, in a taxonomic analysis schwa

is always considered an underlying phonemewhere it occurs on the surface. However, there

are two nagging facts that could be raised against the phonemic status of schwa.

�e �rst is that it only occurs in unstressed syllables: schwa is never stressed. In this

sense we can predict the occurrence of schwa.

�e second is that it has a limited contrast in two senses: unlike other contrastive vow-

els, (a) it only contrasts with certain vowels (unstressed /I/ or /i/), and (b) it only contrasts

in certain positions.16 �ese facts are not explained by the classical analysis, which treats

schwa just like other full vowels.

Generative phonological analysis recognizes the special patterning of schwa. To ex-

press the fact that schwa only occurs in an unstressed syllable, the generative analysis sets

up a neutralization rule, which we can call the Vowel Reduction Rule;17 this rule is

displayed in (34):

16 �is last statement is mainly true of American English accents, in which morpheme-internal contrast
with schwa is not possible, so both Lenin and Lennon sound the same.

17 Also called Unstressed VowelWeakening as in BEP 8.28.
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(34) Vowel Reduction Rule

[ −stress
+syllabic

] → @

“Any unstressed vowel is pronounced as schwa.”

�is rule expresses the fact that the contrast of full vowels is neutralized (suspended) in an

unstressed syllable: unstressed syllables do not display the full range of vowels, only schwa

is possible in such a position. �is analysis has the consequence that schwa is not a member

of the underlying phoneme inventory, but is a derived vowel.�e rule in (34) is very general

(actually, as we will see, it is too general) as it refers to “any” unstressed vowel.

But which vowel do we derive the schwa from? To ask it di�erently: which vowel is

the input of the rule? Fortunately, in many words various alternations provide clues as

to what is the underlying vowel. Some examples are listed in (35).

(35) full reduced

senténtial ∼ séntence e ∼ @

systémic ∼ sýstem e ∼ @

morálity ∼móral æ ∼ @

symbólic ∼ sýmbol 6 ∼ @

atómic ∼ átom 6 ∼ @

harmónious ∼ hármony oU ∼ @

mystérious ∼mýstery I@ ∼ @

dráma ∼ dramátic A: ∼ @

Arthúrian ∼Árthur jU@ ∼ @

(35) illustrates that when a vowel becomes unstressed, it is pronounced as [@].�is “stressed

vowel ∼ schwa” alternation allows us to establish an intimate relationship between the two

vowels. We may say that schwa is derived from this full vowel, which underlies [@], becasue

in the same word – when the word is su�xed for instance – this particular full vowel is pro-

nounced. Based on this, the derivation of atom ∼ atomic can be formulated in the following

manner (36).

(36) underlying representation: /æt6m/ /æt6mIk/ (both vowels are full!)

stress rules "æt6m æ"t6mIk

Vowel Reduction Rule "æt@m @"t6mIk

other rules . . . . . .

surface representation: ["æt@m] [@"th6mIk] (only one vowel is full!)

In the underlying representation all the vowels are full vowels. �en the stress rule desig-

nates which syllable receives the main stress, a�er which the Vowel Reduction Rule applies,
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which reduces the full vowel to schwa in an unstressed syllable. In atom, it is the second

vowel that becomes [@] because it is unstressed. In atomic, it is the �rst vowel that comes

under the e�ect of the Vowel Reduction Rule. In this generative analysis, the underlying

representation is fairly abstract (= di�erent from the actual surface representation) and a

rule derives the output forms.

However, there are numerous other words that contain a schwa on the surface but for

which no alternations are available. What is the underlying representation of those words?

For example, what should be the underlying representation of the underlined vowels in

(37)? (�ey are all pronounced with [@].)

(37) salad, parade, buttock, gymnasium, decision, o�en, melon, Allen, mountain, etc.

Generative phonology takes the abstract analysis one step further, and claims that in these

words any vowel can potentially stand underlyingly in the place of schwa. �is vowel is a

“general” vowel, which is not speci�ed with any vowel features, except that it is [+syllabic]

(namely, that it is a vowel), and we represent it with a capital “V”. According to this analysis,

salad and parade will have the following underlying representation and derivation:

(38) underlying representation: /sælVd/ /pVreId/

stress rules "sælVd /pV"reId/

Vowel Reduction Rule "sæl@d /p@"reId/

other rules . . .

surface representation: ["sæl@d] [p@"reId]

�e most important drawback of the Vowel Reduction Rule is that surface schwa is not

always predictable. First of all, there are words where schwa contrasts. For instance, in

the environment in (39a), both [@] (sofa) and [i:] (Sophie) are possible outputs. �e Vowel

Reduction Rule wrongly predicts that only [@] should occur here. And secondly, it is not

true that only schwa may pop up in unstressed syllables. Other vowels may also stand in

such a position, they are most typically /I i(:)/ and /U u(:)/ (39b). We also �nd words in

which other full vowels such as /æ/, /6/, /e/ stand in syllables that are neither primary

nor secondary stressed, i.e., in non-major stressed syllables (39c).

a.(39) /souf / – sofa? Sophie?

b. rigídity /I/, debáte /I/, stúpid /I/, pássage /I/

sílly /i:/, demócracy /i:/, Índia /i/

sìtuátion /ju/, etc.
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c. /æ/ gastrónomy (but: astrónomy with /@/)

actívity addíction

cantéen cantáta

/6/ ápricot ábbot

Montána contáin

/e/ cóntent párent

Septémber seléct

Onemay argue that the bold and underlined vowels in (39c) are actually tertiary stressed,

and sowe canmaintain the generalization that only reduced vowelsmay occur in unstressed

syllables. If the �rst syllable in activity is claimed to have “some” stress, the fact that we �nd

a full vowel (/æ/) there does not contradict the Vowel Reduction Rule. �e problem is

that there is no phonetic evidence that those syllables contain any stress (there is no rise

in pitch and/or loudness for example). Phonetically they are just like other unstressed syl-

lables – except that they happen to contain full vowels. �is is why they may be called

“strong-unstressed syllables”.

�e possible distribution of full and weak vowels in major stressed and non-major

stressed syllables is summed up in Table 3.2. It shows that non-major stressed syllables may

(actívity) or may not have full vowels (contáin), and sometimes there is free variation (e.g.,

the �rst vowel in diréctor can be full /aI/ or reduced /@/ or /I/), and this distribution is

unpredictable (lexical).

Major stress No major stress

Primary Secondary Strong-unstressed Strong-unstressed or Zero Zero
stressed stressed (=“Tertiary” stressed) stressed stressed
full V full V full V full V or weak V weak V

cátalogue àctivátion actívity diréctor contáin
/æ/ /æ/ /æ/ /aI/ or /I/ or /@/ /@/

Table 3.2:�e distribution of full and weak vowels inmajor stressed and non-major stressed
syllables

We need to give up on the idea of simplicity and economy, and accept the fact that the

vowel inventory of English is more layered: reduced vowels can be grouped into two subin-

ventories based on their patterning (see (40)). “Contrastive/non-variable” reduced vowels

occur in words for which we cannot predict the quality of the vowel in their unstressed

syllable(s), and so, these must be speci�ed in the underlying representation (they are not

derived). �ese vowels typically (but not exclusively) occur in word-�nal or word-initial

position. �ese vowels do not normally show a wide range of free variation in their actual

articulation (they are “non-variable”).
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�e “noncontrastive/variable” reduced group of vowels contains /@/ (or /I/ or /jU/),

typically (but not exclusively) in word-medial position before consonants. �e actual place

of articulation of this schwa is more variable and it is usually shorter than the reduced

vowels in the “contrastive” group.

(40) vowel inventory

main inventory:

full vowels in stressed syllables

subinventory:

reduced vowels in unstressed syllables

contrastive/non-variable:

/@/, /I i/, /jU ju/

sófa, Sóphie, agó, uníte, válue. . .

noncontrastive/variable:

/@/∼/I/∼/jU/

ménace, eráse, cómmunist. . .

An acoustic-phonetic experiment on American English speakers’ articulation of reduced vowels (Edward

Flemming and Stephanie Johnson: ‘Rosa’s roses: Reduced vowels in American English’, Journal of the

International Phonetic Association, 37, 83–96, 2007) has shown that there are indeed two kinds of

reduced “schwa vowels” (see Figure 3.3). Word-final “contrastive” schwas were found to be articulated

quite differently from the other reduced vowels, front-high /I i/ and back-high /U u/: the schwas were

typically mid-low, ranging from [@] to low [5], and were relatively long. This type of schwa and the

other reduced vowels in this particular position are widely dispersed in the vowel space, which is

not surprising considering their contrastive function. On the other hand, word-medial, preconsonantal

“noncontrastive” schwas were realized relatively high and short, and they showed a wide range of

variation horizontally from high-front [i] through mid-central [@] and high-central [1] to high-back [u].

These schwa realizations and the rest of the reduced vowels (/I i/, /U u/) often overlap each other,

their dispersion in the vowel space is small. Based on this, we may assume that these words contain an

underspecified vowel, whose actual realization varies around the mid-high ranges of the vowel space.

Figure 3.3: Realizations of schwa in American English
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3.7 Vowel plus /j/: diphthong or not?

Wehave not yet considered the diphthong vowels: bate, bite, bout, boat, boy, beer, bear, boor.

�e pre-/r/ vowels will be discussed in Chapter 5, so we will concentrate on the “plain” ones,

with special emphasis on analysing vowel plus yod /j/ sequences in English.

Phonetically considered, English diphthongs are sequences of a full vowel (/e a O o/)

plus a short glide (/i
“

u
“

/) or schwa /@/. Phonologically, such a sequence can be analysed as:

(i) a diphthong (complex nucleus = peak of a syllable), i.e., a member of the vowel

inventory,

(ii) a hiatus (a sequence of two vowels belonging to di�erent syllables),

(iii) a vowel plus consonant sequence (this is an option when the second half is a glide, as

in bite).

Phonetic information alone is of not much help in deciding between the three analytical

choices. We need to consider their phonological patterning to choose one or the other

analysis. �at means that time could theoretically be analysed as:

(i) /taIm/ (diphthong),

(ii) /ta.Im/ (hiatus),

(iii) /tajm/ (vowel+consonant)

Let us look at /a/ plus /j/ sequences (time, high, my, etc.) from the viewpoint of their

phonological behaviour. Compare /a/ plus /j/ sequences in Hungarian and English. Pho-

netically, H.máj ‘liver’ and E.my are the same: both are [ma:j]. In Hungarian, the distribu-

tion of /j/ is rather free: it occurs a�er (and before) practically any vowel: baj, táj, fej, kéj,

mily, díj, moly, rój, bögöly, lőj, paszuly, fúj, süly. . . In English, however, there are phonotactic

restrictions between vowels and /j/: the yod can only occur a�er /a/, /e/, /O/ (my, �ne,

day, play, toy, soil. . . ), but there is no */2j/, */æj/, */6j/, */A:j/, etc. If a sequence like

/aj/ is regarded as a vowel-plus-consonant sequence, the restriction is rather surprising,

as consonants usually occur freely a�er vowels, there are no limitations on their combi-

nations. On the other hand, we do see restrictions between the members of diphthongs.

�is suggests that in English, /a/ plus /j/ is not VC, but a diphthong, one complex vowel,

in which the glide is part of a diphthong: /aI/, as in Gimson.
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Also, in English we �nd alternations between long and short monophthongs (Vowel

Shi�, see (41)) in exactly the same environment where we also see wowel + glide sequences

alternating with the short monophthongs (42). �is thus suggests that the vowel + glide

sequences behave like vowels.18

(41) intervene /i:/ ∼ intervention /e/

penal /i:/ ∼ penalty /e/

metre /i:/ ∼metric /e/

goose /u:/ ∼ gosling /6/, etc.

(42) crime /aI/ ∼ criminal /I/

rite /aI/ ∼ ritual /I/

type /aI/ ∼ typical /I/

divide /aI/ ∼ division /I/

shade /eI/ ∼ shadow /æ/

vain /eI/ ∼ vanity /æ/, etc.

English /aI/ and all the other diphthongs have the same distribution as long monoph-

thongs. For instance, only long monophthongs and diphthongs can occur in a word-�nal

open syllable (see (31c), Word-Final Length Rule). Also, it is only long monophthongs and

diphthongs that are banned before noncoronal consonant clusters (*/pi:mf/, */paImf/,

etc.), or before the velar nasal (*/pi:N/, */paIN/, etc., see (31d), Closed Syllable Shorten-

ing Rule). Long monophthongs and diphthongs thus form a natural class. We can conclude

that English /a/ plus /j/ sequences (my) are diphthongs phonologically, while Hungarian

/a/ plus /j/ sequences (máj) ‘liver’ are vowel-plus-consonant sequences. �is is why we

transcribe the my (phonetically [maj]) as /maI/ and not /maj/.

3.8 /j/ plus vowel sequences

Let us turn now to the analysis of /j/ plus vowel sequences. For example, [je] (as in yet) can

in theory be analysed as either a sequence of a consonant /j/ plus the vowel /e/ (i.e., an

onset–nucleus sequence in syllabic terms, see (43a)) or forming a complex syllable nucleus

(diphthong, see (43b)).19

18 Hungarian /j/ behaves like a consonant a�er vowels; this is further illustrated by its behaviour when a
v-initial su�x (such as -val) is added a�er /j/, e.g., vajjal ‘with butter’. Since /v/ fully assimilates to
the last consonant (cf. lábbal ‘with leg’ vs. szóval ‘with word’), /j/ must also be analysed as a consonant
(vajjal, héjjal, *vajval, *héjval).

19 See Chapter 4 on the syllable.
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(43) a. σ

O N

| |

× ×

| |

j e

consonant+vowel

b. σ

|

N

× ×

| |

j e

diphthong

Which of these representations can be argued for in the case of English /j/ plus vowel

sequences? To answer this, we will take a closer look at two environments where such

sequences can occur: (i) word-initial (when no other sound precedes the yod), and (ii) post-

consonantal, when a consonant precedes the yod.

3.8.1 Word-initial /j/ plus vowel

In word-initial position, we do not �nd any distributional restrictions between /j/ and the

following vowel: any vowel may follow the yod.

(44) /jæ/: yankee /je/: yet

/jO:/: yawn /j6/: yacht

/j2/: young /jI/: Yiddish

/ji:/: yeast /ju:/: yule

Indeed, we do not �nd phonotactic restrictions between onset consonants and following

vowels. �e distributional patterning of /j/ word-initially means we must analyse it as a

consonant.

�ere are other reasons which indicate that the yod here behaves like a consonant. For

example, the allomorph of the inde�nite article is an before the yod (45a), and there is no

linking /r/ before it (45b).

a.(45) an apple BUT a car, a unit, a year – initial consonant

b. car is /kA:r Iz/, car park /kA: pA:k/,

BUT car yard /kA: jA:d/, car unit /kA: ju:nIt/ – no Linking-R

Let us add that in spelling, word-initial /j/ plus vowel sequences are represented by the

grapheme y plus vowel graphemes/digraphs (or by u, ue, ui, eu, ew).

We conclude that in word-initial /j/ plus vowel sequences, /j/ is a consonant, stand-

ing in the syllable onset:
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(46) = (43a) σ

O N

| |

× ×

| |

j V

3.8.2 Post-consononantal /j/ plus vowel

Let us turn to /j/ plus vowel sequences when /j/ follows a consonant. �e distribution of

/j/ in this context is very di�erent from the one we discussed above. Here there are severe

restrictions as to what vowels can follow the yod, see (47).

(47) compute, beauty, confuse, view, tune, duke, super, presume, cute, huge. . .

As (47) shows, only /u:/20 can stand a�er /j/ a�er consonants. �is indicates a very close

relation between /j/ and the following vowel, suggesting that they form a unit, i.e., they

form a complex nucleus, a diphthong and not a C+V sequence.21

What can we say about the relationship between the yod and the preceding conso-

nant? If /j/ was analysed as a consonant (rather than part of a vowel), then we ought to

�nd phonotactic restrictions between the consonant and the yod. �is is because in an on-

set, the distribution of consonants is limited. Generally speaking (and disregarding /s/ for

now), in two-member onsets the �rst consonant can be the stops and /f/ or /T/, and the

second consonant can only be /l/, /r/, /w/ and /j/. �at is, we do not �nd for example

C1C2 clusters beginning with /z/ or /h/, or any of the sonorants. If, on the other hand, we

consider C+V sequences, practically any consonant can stand before any vowel. Now, /j/

follows non-sonorants farmore freely than any other sonorant. In some cases, it occurs a�er

non-sonorants that otherwise do not normally occur in clusters at all (cf./vj/: view, /zj/:

Zeus, exuberant,22 /hj/: humid, humour, huge, hew. . . ). /j/ can occur a�er sonorants, too:

a.(48) /mj/, /nj/:mute, mule; new, knew, neuter

b. /lj/: lukewarm, lubricant, lucid, lewd23

20 And its phonological “relatives”: “broken” /U@/ or /O:/, and /U/, /u/ or /@/ in unstressed syllables.

21 See BEP 8.2.

22 /zju:/ occurs mostly in “conservative” SSBE.

23 /lju:/ occurs mostly in “conservative” SSBE.
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�e only consonants a�er which /j/ does not occur in SSBE are the post-alveolars: /S/,

/Z/, /Ù/, /Ã/, /r/ (Yod-Dropping, see BEP 5.24, 8.2).24

To sum up: post-consonantally, we see severe restrictions between /j/ and the follow-

ing vowel, whereas we practically do not see any restrictions between it and the preceding

consonant. �is suggests that /j/ belongs to the vowel: /ju:/ is a complex nucleus, an on-

gliding diphthong.25 In English, this vowel is the only “on-gliding” diphthong (i.e., the

prominent element of the diphthong is the second segment, preceded by glide /j/), all

other diphthongs are “o�-gliding” (i.e., the prominent element in the diphthong is the �rst

segment, followed by a glide).26

�ere are some other arguments for /ju:/ as a complex vowel. Firstly, it participates

in alternations with /2/ (49), secondly, orthographically considered, words with /ju:/ are

spelt with u, ue, ui, eu, ew, but not with y (plus another vowel grapheme).27

(49) introduce /ju:/ ∼ introduction /2/

presume /ju:/ ∼ presumption /2/

We conclude that /ju:/ (as well as its broken counterpart /jU@/) are members of the SSBE

vowel inventory:

(50) English vowel inventory (complete)

short monophthongs

/I/ bit

/e/ bet

/æ/ bat

/2/ but

/6/ bot

/U/ put

long monophthongs

/i:/ beat

/A:/ Bart

/3:/ Bert

/O:/ bought

/u:/ boot

(long) diphthongs

/eI/ bait

/aI/ bite

/aU/ bout

/oU/ boat

/OI/ quoit

/ju:/ beauty

/I@/ beer

/e@/ bear

/U@/ boor

/jU@/ cure

24 As we saw, this is true of “conservative” SSBE; in “contemporary” SSBE, no yod occurs a�er /s/, /z/,
/T/ and /l/ either.

25 On-gliding diphthongs are also called rising diphthongs.

26 O�-gliding diphthongs are also called falling.

27 Historically /ju:/ derives mostly from the diphthongs /iu
“

/, /eu
“

/. �is pronunciation is still preserved
in Welsh English, where suit /siu

“
t/ and boot /bu:t/ do not rhyme, and where the selection of the

inde�nite article is an: an union /@n "iu
“

nI@n/, an uvular R /@n "iu
“

viu
“

l@r "a:/ Another argument in
favour of /ju:/ being a complex vowel could be that this vowel contrasts with vowels, such as /u:/ (cf.
food–feud, do–due, booty–beauty, etc.); but this argument is misleading as we could reason that /rI/
or /lI/ or /we/ are also rising diphthongs as there are contrasts like: pick – prick, pop – plop, dealt –
dwelt, etc.
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3.9 Distinctive features for English consonants

In this section, we will take a look at the features that cross-classify the English conso-

nant inventory. Based on surface contrast, the following segments constitute the consonant

inventory of English:

(51) �e consonant inventory of SSBE (based on surface contrast)

a. sonorants

i. glides: /j w/

ii. liquids: /l r/

iii. nasals: /m n N/28

b. obstruents

i. stops: /p b t d k g/

ii. fricatives: /f v T D s z S Z h/

iii. a�ricates: /Ù Ã/

3.9.1 Manner features

It is useful to arrange themanners of articulation in a hierarchical scale, called the sonority

hierarchy. �emore open the articulation of a sound, the more sonorous it is. (52) shows

the sonority scale and the position of the manner groups of sounds on it.29

(52) greater sonority

vowels glides liquids nasals obstruents

less sonority

To capture the various cuto� points along the sonority hierarchy between the manner

classes, we use four binary features: [±syllabic] (section 3.5.1), [±consonantal], [±approxim-

ant], [±sonorant]. �ese features cut up the sonority hierarchy the following way:

(53) vowels glides liquids nasals obstruents

[+syllabic] [−syllabic]

[−consonantal] [+consonantal]

[+approximant] [−approximant]

[+sonorant] [−sonorant]

28 On the dubious phonemic status of /N/, see Chapter 1.

29 More in 4.3.1.
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�ese features de�ne natural classes of sounds that are well-known to pattern together in

various phonological phenomena. For example, the feature-value [+approximant] groups

vowels, glides, and liquids into one set, and it is precisely these sounds that can occur a�er

initial stops in English (cf. pay, puke, pray, twin, cry, clip etc.).

�e manner features that we proposed so far do not distinguish between the various

kinds of [−sonorant] (= obstruent) sounds, that is, stops, fricatives, and a�ricates. Let us

concentrate now on these segments.

3.9.2 Contrast within obstruents: stops, fricatives, and a�ricates

Two features will be used to di�erentiate between stops and fricatives: [±continuant] and

[±strident]. �eir de�nition is given in (54).

a.(54) [± continuant]

[−continuant] sounds (= stops) are produced with a full closure in the oral cavity,

e.g., /p/, /g/, /Ù/.30 Sounds without a full closure are [+continuant], e.g., /s/,

/l/, /w/, /æ/.

b. [± strident]

[+strident] sounds (usually called sibilants) are acoustically noisy and nonperi-

odic/turbulent, e.g., /s/, /Z/, /Ù/. All other sounds are [−strident].

�ese two features divide the obstruents in the following way:

(55) stops a�ricates fricatives

p b t d k g Ù Ã s z S Z f v T D h

[−continuant] [+continuant]

[−strident] [+strident] [−strident]
= sibilants

�e sibilant fricatives and a�ricates /s z S Z Ù Ã/ all have the [+strident] feature. As an ex-

ample, let us show four coronal obstruents /t Ù s T/which have the following speci�cations

with respect to continuancy and stridency:

(56) /t/ /Ù/ /s/ /T/

[continuant] − − + +

[strident] − + + −

30 Nasals are also [−continuant], but in this section we only deal with obstruents and not sonorants.
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As (56) shows, /t/ is a non-sibilant stop, whereas /Ù/ is sibilant stop; on the other hand, /s/

is a sibilant fricative, while /T/ is a non-sibilant fricative. �e natural classes that these fea-

tures express are fairlywell-known. For example only voiceless non-sibilant stops ([−voiced,

−continuant, −strident]) can be aspirated (/p t k/),31 the -s plural allomorph is /Iz/ only

a�er sibilant [+strident] sounds, etc.

3.9.3 Voicing contrast in English stops

Traditionally, the contrast between pie – by or sip – zip is taken to be voicing, i.e., /p/ and

/s/ are voiceless, while /b/ and /z/ are voiced (BEP 4.8–10).�e feature [±voice] would

handle the contrast successfully. But what about its phonetic content? Voiced sounds are

articulated with vocal cord vibration. Is it true that sounds classi�ed as “voiced” are voiced

phonetically? We will take a closer look at the phonetic content of the “voicing” contrast of

stops in English in various positions, i.e., the di�erence(s) between /p/ – /b/, /t/ – /d/,

and /k/ – /g/. We will disregard sonorants (which have no voiceless counterparts and are

all spontaneously voiced – see footnote 5), as well as a�ricates and fricatives.

�e following phonetic properties may play a role in the voicing di�erence between

stops. �ese characteristics are also used in the perception of the contrast between /p/ –

/b/, /t/ – /d/, and /k/ – /g/: these properties function as acoustic cues to the voicing

contrast of stops.

Vocal cord vibration.Vocal cord vibration is themost important phonetic feature of voiced

stops. It is an important fact about English that in certain positions, vibration only occurs

partially during the closure of stops, or does not occur at all. English stops are only artic-

ulated with vocal cord vibration during the whole closure phase when they stand between

two vowels or sonorants, in other positions (e.g., word-�nally or word-initially) they are

(partially) voiceless. �us while /b/ in habit is voiced, both /b/’s are partially/completely

voiceless in Bob. We can say that English voiced stops are only “weakly” voiced, if at all, or

lenis. In contrast, inHungarian, voiced stops are completely voiced in these positions, thus

in bab ‘bean’ both /b/’s are voiced.

Voice Onset Time (VOT).�is phonetic feature refers to the timing relation of the release

of a stop and the voicing of a vowel or sonorant consonant following it. We can distinguish

3 cases of VOT:

31 In other languages where even a�ricates are aspirated – like Mandarin Chinese – the group of sounds
that are aspirated is larger, and can be expressed simply as [−voiced, −continuant].
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a.(57) Positive VOT: there is a short “silent” break between the release of the stop and

the voicing of the vowel/sonorant following it (voicing does not begin immediately

a�er the release).�is break is perceived as a short /h/, and we call it aspiration.

Aspirated–voiceless stops are called fortis, e.g., pit [ph], time, [th], cat [kh] , etc.32

b. Zero VOT: the voicing of the vowel or sonorant begins immediately a�er the

release of the stop. �ese stops are thus unaspirated–voiceless. In English, the

“voiced” stops are actually articulated like this word-initially, thus the �rst stop

of bat is phonetically partially devoiced [b
˚

] or completely voiceless [p]. Hungar-

ian voiceless stops are articulated with zero VOT, and so Hungarian pap ‘priest’

sounds very much like English Bob.

c. Negative VOT: vocal cord vibration occurs during the closure of the stop and

continues into the following vowel or sonorant. �ese stops are what we can call

“truly” voiced stops: they are unaspirated–voiced. As we saw, these stops typically

occur in English if they stand between two vowels or sonorants (habit).

Based on VOT, we can distinguish two types of languages as far as stop contrast is con-

cerned:

a.(58) Aspirating languages: the contrast of stops is due to positive VOT vs. zero VOT,

i.e., aspiration vs. unaspiration: pat–bat, tie–die, came–game, etc. Vocal cord vi-

bration does not play a role in the contrast of stops in these languages (despite

what spelling suggests!). English belongs to this group (also German and Dutch).

b. Voicing languages: the contrast of stops is due to zero VOT vs. negative VOT, i.e.,

voicelessness vs. voicing. Aspiration does not play a role in the contrast of stops

in these languages. E.g., Hungarian, Spanish, French belong to this group.

Based on these �ndings, we can assume that the fundamental phonetic property that distin-

guishes stops in minimal pairs like tie–die is not voicing but actually aspiration: the initial

stop is aspirated–voiceless in tie but unaspirated–voiceless in die. �us, aspiration is what

underlies stop contrast in English, and voicing can be derived by an allophonic rule, which

voices intervocalic unaspirated–voiceless stops (e.g., rider, reading, read it, bigger. . . ).

As known, aspiration is lost in certain positions (such as a�er /s/ or word-�nally),

in those cases, we can introduce a Deaspiration rule. However, there is no neutralization

between bead and beat (they are not homophones), even though the �nal consonants in

both words are unaspirated and (largely) voiceless. �ere are other phonetic properties that

help maintain the contrast:

32 See BEP 4.11; 5.2.
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a.(59) Pre-Fortis Clipping: in beat the vowel is clipped (= shorter than) in bead, while

the closure duration of the �nal stop in beat is longer than in bead.

b. Pre-Glottalization: the �nal stop in beat is pre-glottalized [Pt] (= the vocal cords

close quickly, ending the voicing of the vowel before the closure of the �nal stop)

while there is no pre-glottalization in bead.33

(60) shows the proposed underlying representation and derivation of pea, Pete, beat and

bead:

(60) spelling: pea Pete beat bead

UR: /phi:/ /phi:th/ /pi:th/ /pi:t/

Pre-Fortis Clipping: — i i —

Pre-Glottalization — P P —

Deaspiration: — t t —

SR: [phi:] [phiPt] ≠ [piPt] ≠ [pi:t]

�us, none of the rules apply in pea, and it is articulated with an aspirated–voiceless stop. In

Pete, the �nal stop undergoes Pre-Glottalization and Deaspiration, plus the vowel becomes

clipped (because the �nal consonant is fortis (=aspirated–voiceless)), but the initial stop

will not be deaspirated (because it is word-initial and followed by a stressed vowel). In beat

the �nal stop undergoes the same changes as the last stop in Pete, but none of the rules will

a�ect the �rst stop as it is lexically speci�ed as voiceless-unaspirated. Lastly, in bead the

underlying (lexical) representation is not changed by any rule: the vowel remains long, and

the two stops are unaspirated–voiceless.

33 See BEP 4.14.






